Greetings to all of our Satanic Family,

We took quite the break from the last schedule, now it's the time to be on arms.

As everyone knows, the enemy has their usual cursing "celebrations" during which they will attack, curse and defame our Gods, ancestors, ourselves, and basically do again their utmost to curse everyone who wants to advance spiritually in anyway.

If we want a quicker end to all of this, and personal freedom, we have to do this to retain ourselves and this world free. Just look what they are doing to the Chinese over the Co-Vid flu now, and you will understand. There are strong reasons all of this is happening and is ongoing.

Above all, these reasons are spiritual. Those of you with insight to the last two grand Schedules and Rituals, you know what this is about: Freeing ourselves and empowering ourselves, while also helping the world in a meaningful way.

There will be some new forthcoming things after this schedule that have been sufficiently and meticulously prepared. We have moved quite a lot of ground, but expect for us to take even more enemy territory and do them spiritual damage that has untold proportions. That will continue steadfastly, retribution will arrive.

Until this release, we need to do what is necessary to keep their crap at bay for easier release.

Our schedule will be simple this time around, focused on the mere redirection and reversal of the evil works of the vermin back onto itself. Cursing liberally for centuries, this has been plunging our worlds into all sorts of disasters, made by the enemy and their vermin goals.

Too many ongoing important events are unfolding as we speak - the Ukraine crisis continues, their usual tricks are playing, Co-Vid is on the Chinese rampage slavery excuses mode, the French Elections are underway.

We need to keep the climate of energies as clean as possible, although the enemy is of course persistent. The mindset here should be to make them all fail miserably in that task or manifesting any of these plans.

What many are seeing in China in pure shock, they were preparing for a permanent "Normal" in the Western World, but they have miserably failed. The karmic damage this incurs on them is beyond understanding, even many of their own literally folded their cards.
That does not mean they will stop if they are left to their own. We know how they are. China on the other hand, continues steadfastly for reasons all of us here are educated about. In some places, they have not let up still even in Europe.

They must be spiritually punished for this destruction of freedoms and all this unrest they are creating. This is keeping humanity drastically behind, it's all nothing but falsehood and damning damage done to the soul of humanity for no reason.

Those of you who are psychic, you know that many of these events are due to the charging and other gimmick of the enemy - that is, except of their obvious physical planning. The more these proceed, the more they are losing ground. Yet, the transition from this is rather obviously painful. Now that they are failing, the strikes must be harder than ever.

Below is the schedule:

14. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reverse Blood Sacrifice RTR
15. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reverse Blood Sacrifice RTR
16. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reverse Blood Sacrifice RTR
17. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reverse Blood Sacrifice RTR
18. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reverse Blood Sacrifice RTR
19. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reverse Blood Sacrifice RTR
20. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reverse Blood Sacrifice RTR
21. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reverse Blood Sacrifice RTR
22. FRTR, Curse Israel, Reverse Blood Sacrifice RTR

Links To The Rituals

Curse Israel RTR : [https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/CursesIsraelRitual.html](https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/CursesIsraelRitual.html)
FRTR: [https://www.satanslibrary.org/tspaintableb.html](https://www.satanslibrary.org/tspaintableb.html)

TIMING RITUALS: RITUALS ARE CONDUCTED WHEN THE TIMER IS AT 1:00:00 and 0:00:00:

The SS War Room - Timed Spiritual Offensive - [www.evilgoy.com](http://www.evilgoy.com)

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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